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The Big 

Picture 

September started with a beautiful set of numbers. GDP came in at 1.2% - above all expectations 

- and this was on the back of good building approvals and current account deficit the day before. 

There is little doubt that the mining/resource industry is the go-to-sector for this spectacular result. 

But therein lies the problem. 

The Australian Dollar - being a commodity currency aided and abetted by a big interest rate 

differential with the US is forcing the $A to historic highs. While some commentators seem to see 

parity ($A = $US) akin to winning an Olympic Gold medal, a strong $A is not good for the rest of 

us. Yes we can get cheap holidays but it keeps the tourists and students away from Australia. 

Also a high dollar helps cheap imports compete with our domestically produced goods. 

Everyone else is trying to depreciate or not appreciate (Japan, US, China, Eurozone) their 

currencies so we are making it easy for them! The US is so upset with China they even had a 

Congressional vote on whether they should 'punish' China. They are just frustrated. Trade wars 

don't help anyone in the long run. 

The US has started to get some good news. The month started with better-than expected durable 

goods. Machines not jobs but that is something. Of the company reports, three stand out. IT 

companies Oracle and Research in Motion (Blackberry) kicked the lights out on profits and 

revenue. On the other hand, Fedex, which transports just about everything obviously wasn't 

transporting all that much. An embryonic start to recovery for the States with more QE to come.  

Quantitative Easing describes the second attempt (hence QEII) to support asset values by having 

the Fed buy back some Treasuries. As a result yields are being depressed making equities in the 

US look more attractive - and, hence, bonds over-priced.  

This September was the record  September since 1939 for US equities and we did well too. Both 

equity markets are range bound and we are well off that brief glimpse at 5,000 we saw earlier in 

the year.  

Much has been made of record gold prices - breaching $US1,300 - but in Aussie dollars we are 

well off the peak of two months ago. 

So finally the NBER (the body charged with dating US business cycles) declared the US 

recession ended in June 2009. That it took 15 months to declare an 18 month recession over is 

testament to how weak their economy is. 
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                      Asset Classes 

Australian 

Equities 

Gone are the days of market strategists aiming for the high 5,000 this year - or maybe even 

next. Everyone will breathe a sigh of relief when we limp across that 5,000 line. But if we forget 

from where we have come, our forecasts based on broker estimates of earnings and dividends 

are for an average next 12 months.  

Few talk of the market going down but there are also few charging bulls. Perhaps a couple of 

average 10% or so years wouldn't hurt while we lick our GFC wounds. 

Of the sectors to shine, Industrials (especially mining services), Materials (mining) and Energy 

look like the high flyers. The banking sector is strong but its growth prospects are not. With an 

increasing need to go overseas to borrow the banks need rate rises to keep its margins up. If 

not, Ralph might not get his $16m payout next year. There is also talk of property bubbles 

slowing down the banks. More hot air in commentators than the market - see the FAQs for 

details. 

Foreign 

Equities 

The double dippers are quietening down. Slow growth doth not another dip maketh. The US 

certainly has its problems but they’re trying to deal with them. When the US mid-term elections 

are over in early November, we can expect some action. 

The dividends in US equities are starting to look favourable compared with US Treasuries. QEII 

should help prop things up. Again, most commentators (except for the perennial bears) are 

going for gentle increases in coming months. The bears say that they market could then pull 

back. One wag called for 5,000 on the Dow (currently just under 11,000) but under questioning 

said his business was execution of others' trades rather than in giving advice! Be careful to 

whom you listen. 

Bonds There is a lot of money in bonds earning very little in the US. It seemed safe but in time earning 

nothing will tilt investors to earning something – and that is equities. There is talk now of a baby 

bond bubble bursting in the States. Watch this space. 

In Australia there is talk in the Financial Review of Corporate Bonds making a comeback here - 

to the tune of $100bn over the next three years.  

Interest 

Rates 

There was little speculation about the next rate rise until our GDP print got our attention. Over 

the course of September, the odds of an October rate rise went from below 20% to over 70%. 

Two before Christmas is a possibility. The median cash rate (from 20 leading economists) is 

5.25% by June 2011. St George has 6.10 in its sights (does that mean the RBA no longer 

moves in 0.25% blocks!) I think Steve Keen is still going for less than 4.5% by then. 

Currency Some of the ‘parity’ parrots have re-appeared but there is nothing special about parity and the 

dollar ‘belongs’ with a 7 or 8 in front of it. No one can predict exchange rates. We got parity with 

the Loonie (Canadian Dollar) this month. What seems certain is that at some point, the $A will 

pull right back - as soon as there are signs of life in the US.  

Oil Seems to be contained with a 7 in front. Apparently the WTI (West Texas Intermediate) is losing 

favour as the benchmark oil price as it has about twice the variation as Brent. 

Gold Gold broke through $1,300 in a blow for blow trade with $US. While this is a record for gold in 

$US it is 10% - 15% off the high in $A. Of course whenever a speculative commodity rises this 

quickly, investors should be ready for it to fall just as fast. 

News in the AFR  suggests that a company is considering put gold-delivering ATM machines in 

the US - they already have them in Germany for 1g to 1oz. You guessed it - they'll have some 

in Vegas. The gold is repriced every ten minutes. Wouldn't want to stand in line. 

Other ... China has said it wants to quadruple the number of flights between them and us. We'll be fine! 

 



 

                      Regional Analysis 

Australia With the government losing its first vote and in its second day in office, political stability isn't 

on the cards. No one really knows what will happen with the resources tax or carbon taxes or 

now even NBN with the richest man in the world saying we are paying too much and 

technology moves swiftly. This indecision is more likely to not stimulate the market rather than 

pull it back - until some form of certainty returns.  

Market economists are going for about 3.25% to 3.5% growth - a tad above trend. Rates are 

going up more than once in the near future and this feeds into a high dollar which really hurts 

the non-commodity part of the economy. Taking rents from resources companies and giving it 

out now to others does nothing to help future generations to live without commodities. Julia 

needs to get her head around that one. 

Report card - doing quite nicely thank you. The worries are long-term. How do we build an 

economy to partner a China-driven commodity boom? I expect our grandchildren will be fine 

but what about theirs?  

China Remember all those economists saying China was in for a hard landing? Well Industrial 

Production came in at 13.9% and beat estimates. China is in a stoush with the US because 

each wants to export to the other. China is winning on the exchange rate front and Obama is 

getting frustrated. If a trade war were to start that would take us back to the behaviour of the 

US when it caused their Great Depression. 

What is surprising is how the Chinese middle class is clamouring for designer labels and 

marques. China recently passed Japan as the second biggest economy behind the US. The 

US is well ahead but if relative growth paths are sustained, China will be the biggest in two or 

three decades! 

U.S.A. I feel that the US is going backwards in the abilities of its leaders to cope with what is going on 

in the world. They even had a vote in Congress to decide how China should conduct its policy. 

Well they have had BP before them, and Toyota to tell off. But could you imagine if China, or 

Australia, or anyone had a vote in their parliament to decide what the US should do? This 

reminds me of the fifties and sixties when Britain lost control of its Empire and the pound 

sterling lost its place as a reserve currency.  

Europe Germany seems back in control of its economy with its central bank predicting 3% growth. 

Germany must be loving its weak euro for promoting its exports. Greece, on the other hand, is 

not loving much. With the retirement age for some being lifted from 55 to 65 and pay being cut 

by 40%, it is no surprise that there are strikes and demonstrations. 

Greece is said to have its debt sorted for the near term but the problem hasn't really gone 

away. Ireland is challenging for the limelight with a second quarter negative GDP and a 

ratings downgrade.  

It's hard to know where this will all end. The major problem is the common currency - which is 

why Britain didn't join the Euro. After being a bit of a basket case, Britain seems to be doing 

OK. The novelty of the period of austerity is wearing thin and most are getting on with it. 

Rest of 

World 

There is an interesting squabble going on between Japan and China. Ostensibly it is over a 

few uninhabited islands and some fishing rights but some suggest it is payback for WWII. 

China holds about 90% of rare earths being  traded - funny elements that had to be squeezed 

into the periodic table as an afterthought. These things are used in hybrid cars, energy 

efficiency and warfare. China has stopped exporting them to Japan and the US is also 

worried. Australia has the best deposits outside of China so we could play a strategic role with 

the US if China and the US can't get their acts together. 

 


